


Objectives
● Be able to construct a personal social media brand

● Be able to use communication conventions of twitter to 
engage in debate and gain influence

● Be able to avoid major ethical issues with social media use 
in health care



Why care?
● Control the narrative about *your* work

● Network

● Demonstrate your impact



Agenda

➔ Workshop
Watch -> Interact -> Engage

➔ Dissecting Influencer Marketing

➔ Ethics

➔ Wrap-up and Next Steps



Workshop: Flip the classroom!

Didactics Practice



“Regroup” means…

❏ Devices down

❏ Quick didactics
❏ Please eat :-)



Workshop

Engage

Hashtag and Engagement 
Tools.

Hafifa

Watch

Find people on twitter who 
share your interests.

Jake

Interact

Respond and “re-tweet” 
without and with a comment.

Kimon



Lurker Workshop! 
…. (Who to Follow on Twitter)

Head to @jakequintonMD for 
scheduled tweets:
11:45 - our FBL @CHIPTS!
11:50 - follows  @CHIPTS
11:55 - follow my favs?
12:00 - use Symplur for 
#allthehashtags



Re-Group



Interact

➔ Retweeting 

➔ Replying / Responding

➔ Miscellaneous



Twitter User Spectrum

CONSUMER ONLY

- Mainly Follow 

- Read tweets

  

CONTENT CREATOR

- Tweet

- Tweetorial 
Threads

  

DISSEMINATOR / SUPPORTER  

- Retweet / Like

- Reply

  Majority



Retweeting

➔ Increases visibility of other tweets 

➔ Connects disparate circles 

➔ Easy



Retweeting vs Liking

➔ Retweeting more likely to make it on your 
followers timeline

➔ Liking a tweet may make it on followers 
timeline

◆ Depends on Twitter’s algorithmic 
determination of each follower’s 
preference



Retweeting 
w/Comment

➔ Allows you to add your opinion to other 
content

◆ More likely to produce 
engagement

➔ Classified as own tweet

◆ Enables  analytics



Replying to Tweets

➔ Who do you reply to?

◆ Key Opinion Leaders

◆ People you know

◆ Tweets your tagged in

◆ Tweets you have expertise / 
opinion on



Replying to Trolls

➔ Do you reply to troll?

◆ Can get nasty

◆ May add fuel to fire

◆ Balance of professionalism / 
confidence

➔ My advice: ignore trolls



Miscellaneous: When to tweet

● Tweet Frequency
○ 3-8 tweets / day

● Best time of day to tweet
○ 9am

● Best day to tweet
○ Tuesday
○ Wednesday
○ Friday



Re-Group



Engage

➔ Hashtag and Engagement Tools:

◆ Twitter analytics

◆ Hashtagify.me

◆ Foller.me

◆ Google Trends



Miscellaneous: Twitter Analytics



Dissecting Influencer 
Marketing
Purpose: To understand health influencers’ communication strategies 
on Twitter. 
Methods: We conducted a “case study content analysis” of publicly 
available Twitter accounts of a purposive convenience sample of health 
influencers (N=3). Data was analyzed using Foller.me. 
Findings: Three topic categories emerged from the data: health-related 
topics, most used hashtags and mentions. 
Conclusion: Publicly available information about Twitter profiles of 
major health influencers, allows up-and-coming-influencers to utilize 
effective Twitter marketing strategies. 
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Ethics Tip

Don’t wait till the end of 
the presentation to give 
the bottom line. 

Reveal your product or 
idea (in this case a 
translation app) up front.



➔
Don’t post patient 

information.➔
If it’s funny and 

involves a patient, 
you probably shouldn’t be posting 

it.



➔
Even if you get 

consent, that can be 

(interpreted as) 
being coerced.



➔
The plural of anecdote is not 

data.
➔

What you read (and 
post) is going to be 

biased. Be mindful 
of that.



Wrap-up:
●  Next steps:

○ Other platforms
○ Building an audience

● Great resource:
○ “Why is my physician on twitter” article from OHSU

https://news.ohsu.edu/2018/07/11/why-is-my-physician-on-twitter

